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Theoretical problems involving equivalent resistances of large or infinite networks of resistors have
received substantial attention. We consider twoactual networks. In the first, the resistance is
measured across one end of a ladder whose number of loops is incremented until the precision of the
multimeter is exceeded. In the second, resistances are measured across nodes near the center of a 12
by 12 square grid of resistors. These experiments are useful in the introductory physics laboratory
as interesting examples of equivalent resistance, and can be added to a standard Ohm’s law
experiment. The square grid apparatus also can be employed for lecture demonstrations. In addition,
this apparatus offers approximate experimental confirmation of complicated theoretical calculations
for the equivalent resistance between two nonadjacent nodes of an infinite square grid. These
experimental results are verified numerically. ©1999 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Problems involving large or infinite electrical resistive ne
works are interesting and educational.1,2 Applications in-
clude geophysical exploration with electrical currents, pet
leum flow in oil wells, and random walks.3 Although there is
a substantial amount of theoretical work in the educatio
literature,1,2,4–9we have not found any experimental inves
gations. Our main purpose in this article is to show th
interesting resistive networks can be incorporated i
Ohm’s law experiments in the educational laboratory.

Two resistive networks are considered. The first is
ladder shown in Fig. 1~a!, where we investigate the conve
gence of the equivalent resistance across the terminals t
limiting value corresponding to the infinite ladder. We sho
that this limit can be experimentally probed to a high deg
of precision as a result of an approximate exponential c
vergence, which eliminates both the need for a large num
of resistors and the effect of variations of the individual
sistances.

The second resistive network we consider is the tw
dimensional square grid shown in Fig. 2. The problem of
equivalent resistance across twoadjacentnodes in aninfinite
square grid of identical resistors is well-known.1,6 The solu-
tion can be simply obtained by superposing two current d
tributions: one in which currenti is injected at one node an
removed at infinity, and the other in which currenti is in-
jected at infinity and removed at a node adjacent to the or
nal node. In the first case, the symmetry implies that curr
i /4 flows in each of the four segments emanating from
injection point. Similarly, in the second case, currenti /4
flows in each of the four segments terminating at the remo
node. The superposition of these two distributions yields
currenti /2 through the segment between the two nodes.
equivalent resistance, which is the potential difference
vided by the injected or removed current, is thusR0/2, where
R0 is the resistance of each resistor.

This argument cannot be extended beyond the equiva
resistance across two adjacent points: When current is
jected at one node and removed at infinity, the branch
ratio of the current at a nearest-neighbor node canno
determined by symmetry. The problem was solved by v
981 Am. J. Phys.67 ~11!, November 1999
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der Pol and Bremmer,7 who analytically performed difficult
integrations to find definite numbers, although these auth
do not explain how these integrations were accomplish
Lavatelli8 generalized the results to finite grids, although t
results are in terms of integrals. Venezian,9 who was evi-
dently unaware of any previous work, employed a differe
approach to the infinite grid problem, and arrived at integr
that do not appear to be equivalent to those of van der
and Bremmer. However, a comparison shows that V
ezian’s numerical integrations agree with van der Pol a
Bremmer’s analytical results. Venezian’s method was
cently illuminated and generalized to other lattices by Atk
son and van Steenwijk,10 who performed algebraic integra
tions withMATHEMATICA . The results are equivalent to thos
of van der Pol and Bremmer. One of our motivations is
experimentally and computationally confirm the theoreti
results. Although these results are supported by indepen
calculations, such confirmations are appropriate due to
difficulty of the problem and the usefulness in the edu
tional laboratory.

II. LADDER THEORY

Figure 1~a! shows an electrical resistive ladder compos
of n loops of resistors each of resistanceR0 . The equivalent
resistanceRn11 across the terminals of the ladder withn
11 loops can be determined1,2 in terms of the equivalen
resistanceRn of the ladder withn loops by considering Fig.
1~b!. The result isRn115R01R0Rn /(R01Rn), or

Rn115
R012Rn

R01Rn
R0 , ~1!

for n51,2,3,..., whereR152R0 . The equivalent resistanc
of the infinite ladder network is then determined by setti
Rn115Rn5R` in Eq. ~1!, and solving forR` . The result is

R`

R0
5

11A5

2
. ~2!

The resistive ladder is useful as an educational labora
experiment to verify the progression ofR1 ,R2 ,R3 ,..., to the
limiting value R` . As listed in the third column of Table I
981© 1999 American Association of Physics Teachers
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calculations of the recursion relation~1! reveal that the con-
vergence is very fast. To analytically investigate this conv
gence, we substituteRn5R`1dn into Eq. ~1!, and assume
that n is sufficiently large such thatdn!R` . This leads to
the recursion relationdn115(22R` /R0)(11R` /R0)21dn

which, by Eq. ~2!, is dn115a22dn where a5(31A5)/2.
The decaying solution obeysdn}a22n, which shows thatdn

exponentially~or geometrically! approaches zero, and soRn

exponentially approachesR` . Specifically, the theory show
that log@(Rn2R̀ )/R0# vs n asymptotically approaches a neg
tive slope of magnitude 2 log~a!. By plotting the theoretical
values in Table I, one can observe that the asymptot
essentially reached by then52 point, and that even then
51 point falls nearly on the asymptote.

Fig. 1. ~a! Resistive ladder network consisting ofn loops of pairs of iden-
tical resistors of resistanceR0 . ~b! Diagram for determining the equivalen
resistanceRn11 of n11 loops in terms of the equivalent resistanceRn of n
loops.

Fig. 2. A 12 by 12 grid of identical resistors of resistanceR0 . The dot labels
the center node~0,0! of the grid. Measurements of equivalent resistan
were made with the center always as one terminal, and were across a
diagonal, double side, knight’s move, and double diagonal.
982 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 11, November 1999
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The exponential approach ofRn to R` suggests that when
a potential difference is applied to the terminals in Fig. 1~a!,
the currents in successive loops of the ladder decrease e
nentially. To analytically investigate this, it is convenient
define ‘‘mesh’’ currentsi k circulating in the same sense i
the loops, wherek51,2,...,n. Kirchhoff’s loop rule for the
kth loop yields the recursion law 3i k5 i k111 i k21 , for k
52,3,...,n21. For the infinite ladder (n5`), the solution
which vanishes ask→` is i k}a2k, wherea5(31A5)/2 as
above. Hence, the currents in the infinite ladder indeed
crease exponentially for successive loops. That is, for e
successive loop the branching ratio of the current is a c
stant, which is a plausible result. The recursion law is a
satisfied by the diverging sequencei k}ak, which must be
included for finite ladders, soi k5Aa2k1Bak in these cases
The ratioB/A is determined by Kirchhoff’s loop rule for the
final loop, 3i n5 i n21 , which yields B/A52a22n(3
2a)/(321/a). Although the currents do not strictly de
crease exponentially in successive loops of a finite ladd
the effect of the exponentially increasing term decreasesn
increases. Moreover, plotting the current distributions
veals that the effect is only noticeable fork5n for any value
of n, and that even this deviation is small.

III. LADDER EXPERIMENT

We performed an experiment with the resistive ladd
shown in Fig. 1~a! with R051.00 kV resistors of61% ac-
curacy mounted on a small electronics breadboard. Suc
experiment is suitable for the introductory laboratory b
cause no soldering is required, and because the resistor
inexpensive, especially when purchased in large amoun11

To precisely measure the equivalent resistances, we
ployed a six-digit multimeter ~Hewlett-Packard mode
34401A!. Successive loops of the ladder were natura
added to the endoppositeto that where the multimeter wa
connected.~The importance of this is explained below!
Listed in the final column of Table I are the data normaliz
by the individual resistanceR051.00 kV.

The convergence of the experimental data toR` , can be
exhibited by a plot of log@(Rn2R̀ )/R0# vs n. However, the
predicted value~2! is unsuitable forR` /R0 here because the
actual value will differ on the order of 1% due to variation
in the resistance of the resistors, and because the plot is
sensitive to the value ofR` /R0 . If the predicted value is
used, the data agree with the theory for typically only o

ide,

Table I. Theoretical and experimental equivalent resistancesRn for a ladder
of n loops of resistors shown in Fig. 1~a!. In the experiment,Ro

51.00 kV.

Numbern of
loops in ladder

Theoretical
value ofRn /R0

Relative theoretical
deviation (Rn2R`)/R0

Measured
value ofRn /R0

1 2 3.8231021 1.990 01
2 5/3 4.8631022 1.657 72
3 13/8 6.9731023 1.616 30
4 34/21 1.0131023 1.610 38
5 89/55 1.4831024 1.609 53
6 233/144 2.1631025 1.609 41
7 610/377 3.1531026 1.609 40
8 1597/987 4.5931027 1.609 40
` (11A5)/2 0
982Denardo, Earwood, and Sazonova
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decade, and then strongly diverge. We thus treatR` /R0 as a
fit parameter. The fit can be achieved simply and quickly
manually adjusting the value until the plot is linear. T
results are shown in Fig. 3. The data extend beyond f
decades, which is remarkable for any experiment. Seldom
introductory physics students have the opportunity of dea
with measured values where six figures are significan
testing a theory. The expense of a multimeter with such p
cision can be mitigated by having groups share one or s
eral multimeters, which is suitable here because the data
be quickly gathered while other groups are performing
standard Ohm’s law experiment.

The measured equivalent resistancesR6 , R7 , andR8 ap-
proach a constant value in Fig. 3 because the precision o
multimeter is exceeded. The line in Fig. 3 was obtained
adjusting the value ofR` /R0 such that only theR2 through
R5 data are fitted, because the asymptote is not predicte
be reached byR1 ~Sec. II!, and because theR6 throughR8

data are imprecise. The value of the fit parameter isR` /R0

51.609 380, with an upper bound of 1.609 392 where theR6
datum exhibits negative deviation from the linear relatio
ship in the plot, and a lower bound of 1.609 370 where
R5 datum begins to exhibit positive deviation from the line
relationship. The experimental value ofR` /R0 is within the
1% resistance tolerance of the predicted value 1.618 03
Eq. ~2!. The slope of the line in Fig. 3 has magnitude 0.83
which closely agrees with the predicted value of 2 log(a)
50.835 951 in Sec. II. The experimental results are thus c
sistent with the theory.

It is surprising that the data in Fig. 3 have negligible d
viations even though the values of the resistors vary on
order of 1%. Indeed, how can experimental values with
precision of one part in 105 be meaningful when random
variations of 1% exist in a system? The high precision in t
experiment results from the manner in which the loops

Fig. 3. Equivalent resistance of the ladder in Fig. 1~a! as a function of the
numbern of loops. The points are experimental; the line is a fit to the poi
corresponding ton52, 3, 4, and 5. The leveling-off of the points is due
the precision of the multimeter being exceeded.
983 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 11, November 1999
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added, and the approximate exponential decrease in the
rent in successive loops~Sec. II!. This rapid decrease in cur
rent causes the equivalent resistance across the termina
Fig. 1~a! to be insensitive to variations in the added ind
vidual resistances as loops are added to the opposite
This isnot the case, for example, if the order of adding loo
is reversed so that loops are added at the terminals as in
1~b!, which is necessary for the theoretical calculation. T
values of the equivalent resistance continue to deviate on
order of 1% as loops are added~although the final value is
the same regardless of the order!, which does not allow a
precise asymptotic analysis of the data as above. We c
firmed this experimentally for the ladder that yielded the d
in Fig. 3. If the above fit value ofR` /R0 is used in the
plotting of the data, the deviations are dramatic in that ma
of the ordinate values are negative, so they cannot appea
the semilogarithm plot.~The data are thus not shown.!

IV. SQUARE GRID THEORY

Figure 4 shows the local current distribution according
the theory of van der Pol and Bremmer7 for the case of an
infinite square grid of identical resistors where a unit curr
is injected at one node~the origin! and removed at infinity. It
is remarkable thatp enters into the branching values of th
current at the nodes. We confine our interest to the equ
lent resistances across a ‘‘side,’’ ‘‘diagonal,’’ ‘‘doubl
side,’’ ‘‘knight’s move,’’ and ‘‘double diagonal.’’ If the
nodes are labeled by a unit lattice as in Figs. 2 and 4,
amples of these are segments with one endpoint at the o
~0,0! and the other at~1,0!, ~1,1!, ~2,0!, ~2,1!, and ~2,2!,
respectively. By superposing the results in Fig. 4 such th
unit current is injected at the origin and removed at one
the desired nodes, one can calculate the local current di
bution that would occur when an ohmmeter is connec
across the nodes. Once these currents are known, the eq
lent resistance can be determined as the potential differe
divided by the input~or output! current. The values of the

s

Fig. 4. Theoretical current distribution in an infinite two-dimensional squ
grid of identical resistors, according to Ref. 7 or 10. Unit current is injec
at the lower left node~0,0! and removed at infinity. The distribution ha
eightfold symmetry, and so only an octant is shown.
983Denardo, Earwood, and Sazonova
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Table II. Theoretical and experimental equivalent resistancesReq for a two-dimensional square grid of resisto
with resistanceR0 . The theoretical values are from Ref. 7 or 10 for an infinite grid, and the experimenta
numerical values are for a 12 by 12 grid~Fig. 2!. In the experiment, the individual resistance isR0

50.995 kV.

Segment

Value of Req/R0

Deviation from
infinite grid value

Infinite grid Experimental Numerical Experimental Numerica

side 1/2 0.503 0960.000 09 0.503 280 0.62% 0.66%
diagonal 2/p 0.643 2160.000 12 0.643 364 1.04% 1.06%
double side 224/p 0.739 9960.000 30 0.740 090 1.82% 1.83%
knight’s move 4/p21/2 0.790 5960.000 37 0.790 587 2.24% 2.24%
double diagonal 8/3p 0.878 5060.000 18 0.878 448 3.50% 3.49%
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equivalent resistances, normalized by the resistanceR0 of the
individual resistors, are displayed as the infinite grid valu
in Table II.

These calculations are very useful for introductory phys
students because the superposition principle is required i
interesting manner. The calculations also strongly reinfo
the notion of equivalent resistance because the situatio
more challenging than usually encountered. The students
expected to completely understand the equivalent resist
of a side, but are asked to otherwise accept the theore
values of the currents in Fig. 4 as results of calculatio
beyond the level of introductory physics. This naturally m
tivates an experimental confirmation of the values.

The equivalent resistances for the infinite square g
serve as approximations to equivalent resistances nea
center of the 12 by 12 grid in the experiment~Sec. V!. For an
accurate comparison with the experimental values, one c
numerically perform integrals of Lavatelli.8 It is easier and
more interesting to use therelaxation method12 to numeri-
cally determine the values of the potential at the nodes.
potential values are held fixed at the two particular no
where the current is injected and removed. Once the po
tial values are known, the currents can be calculated fr
Ohm’s law, and the equivalent resistances across the i
and output nodes then follow as above.

We accomplished the numerical determination of the
tentials as follows. First, note that the existence of defin
potential values at the nodes automatically ensures tha
sum of the potential differences around any loop vanis
~Kirchhoff’s loop rule!. Next, it is readily shown with Ohm’s
law that the vanishing of the net current into a node~Kirch-
hoff’s junction rule! is equivalent to the value of the poten
tial at that node equaling the average of the values at the
nearest-neighbor nodes. In the relaxation method for a re
tive grid, the values of the potentials at the input and out
nodes are fixed, say, dimensionlessly at 1 and21, and the
values at all other nodes can be initially set to zero. T
latter set of values is then continually updated by requir
that each value equals the average of the four nea
neighbor values, while the values at the input and out
nodes remain fixed. We impose the boundary conditions
only three nearest neighbors along the edges, and only
nearest neighbors at the corners, by implementing ‘‘gho
nodes at adjacent points just outside the grid. The potenti
each ghost node is constrained to equal the potential a
actual node adjacent to it, so that no current flows. In t
way, all of the actual nodes are conveniently treated in
same manner; i.e., with each value of the potential be
continually replaced by the average of the four neare
hys., Vol. 67, No. 11, November 1999
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neighbor values of the potential. Listed in Table II are t
results for the equivalent resistances after roughly 3000
erations of the potential values. We confirmed these res
by creating a virtual 12 by 12 square grid of identical res
tors with theELECTRONICS WORKBENCH™ software,13 which
employs general numerical methods to solve arbitrary
cuits.

V. SQUARE GRID EXPERIMENT

To experimentally test the theoretical values of the equi
lent resistances in Sec. IV, we constructed a grid of 2312
3135312 resistors shown in Fig. 2. For accuracy, we fi
measured the individual resistances of 400 resistors rate
1.00 kV61%,11 and plotted a histogram of the results. W
found that the distribution was roughly Gaussian with me
value 0.995 kV, and that we could obtain a worst-case u
certainty of61/2% by removing only a few percent of th
resistors. Hence, the value of the individual resistance for
apparatus is 0.99560.005 kV.

A plywood board 2 ft by 2 ft with 3/4 in. thickness wa
used in the construction of the grid. A white sheet of Fo
mica was glued to the top so that the resistor grid would
clearly visible. We then drilled 1325169 holes 1.25 in. apar
for #8-size brass wood screws. For convenience in quic
identifying the center node, a small brass disk was conc
trically inlaid in the board. The screws were flat-head Ph
lips type. Using a Dremel tool, we extended the channels
each screw head completely across the face of the head.
screws were then partially screwed into the board. Resis
were randomly selected from our pool of 0.99560.005 kV
resistors, and the resistor leads were placed in the chan
of the screws and soldered with an iron capable of high te
perature, because the brass screws acted as heat sinks.
ber feet were attached to the bottom of the board for us
the laboratory. Finally, wire was attached to the back of
board so that it could be conveniently and safely stored
hanging on a wall. Such a display of an apparatus also se
to initiate physics discussions when curious students
professors first observe it.

An alternative apparatus could be constructed w
nichrome wire that is looped around posts on a frame s
that a square grid is created. The wire would then be silv
soldered at the overlapping points. We chose the resistor
described above due to our desire for an accurate experim
tal verification of the theory. However, the nichrome wi
grid may be more interesting and appropriate for lect
demonstrations as well as the educational laboratory.

Resistance measurements were made with a h
984Denardo, Earwood, and Sazonova
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precision multimeter~Hewlett-Packard 34401A!, with the
center node~labeled by the dot in Fig. 2! always as one
terminal. We made the four possible measurements of e
of the side, diagonal, double side, and double diagonal s
ments, and the eight possible measurements of the knig
move. Listed in Table II are the averages and deviati
~one-half the difference of the maximum and minimum v
ues!, normalized by the individual resistanceR0

50.995 kV. As part of an Ohm’s law experiment in th
educational laboratory, a single resistive grid board can
easily passed among groups of students during a labora
period, because the measurements are quickly perform
Students can also numerically investigate the equivalent
sistances with existing code or software~Sec. IV!.

The near identity of the two columns of percentage diff
ences in Table II strongly suggests that the experimental
numerical results agree. The strict test, however, is whe
the numerical values lie within the experimental means
uncertainties of the means due to the random variation
the individual resistances. These uncertainties arenot the de-
viations in Table II, which are due to the different possib
measurements of the segments in our particular apparatu
fact, only the final two segments in Table II have equivale
resistance means and deviations that contain the corresp
ing numerical values. The desired uncertainties can be de
mined experimentally or computationally by an ensemble
apparatus, or analytically by a propagation-of-error formu
An experimental ensemble is impractical here, and the d
vation of a propagation-of-error formula presents an inter
ing but apparently difficult problem for a two-dimension
grid of resistors whose values randomly deviate about a c
mon value. We have left this for possible future work.

Table II shows that the finiteness of the grid causes
equivalent resistances to be greater than the values fo
infinite grid, which is expected because the current has fe
paths. However, the deviations from the values of the infin
grid are surprisingly large if the current or potential distrib
tions decrease exponentially from the terminals as in the c
of the ladder~Sec. II!. This suggests that the decrease
algebraic rather than exponential, in contrast to the resis
ladder. We confirmed this with our numerical relaxation p
gram~Sec. IV!. The algebraic decrease is reasonable beca
in the continuum limit~sufficiently far from the terminals!
the potential distribution should be that of a dipole. Ho
ever, this argument is not rigorous because the assumptio
a continuum limit may preclude the possibility of an exp
nentially decreasing distribution. A related argument follo
from a connection between the rule used in the relaxa
method~Sec. IV! and Laplace potential theory. The rule
that the value of the potential at a node is the average of
values of the nearest-neighbor potentials. Consider a t
dimensional continuum in which there is a potential obey
Laplace’s equation, and an imaginary square grid that co
the continuum. In the limit that the grid spacing is sm
compared to the change in potential, it is readily show14

that the value of the potential at a node of the grid is
average of the values of the nearest-neighbor potent
which is identical to the rule for a grid of resistors. Henc
the solution for a grid of resistors is expected to be simila
a continuum solution. The argument is not rigorous, ho
ever, because the grid problem has the condition that
dimensionless potential values are61 at two nodes sepa
rated by one or several grid spacings, which violates
continuum assumption of slow variation.
985 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 11, November 1999
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An indication that the decrease in current with distan
from the terminals of the multimeter is indeed algebra
rather than exponential can be dramatically demonstra
with the grid. The multimeter leads are connected acros
side, with the center node as one terminal. The resista
reading is noted, and a wire is then used to short a sin
resistor adjacent to a corner of the grid. Remarkably,
resistance reading is observed to change, decreasing rou
one part in 105.

Employing a short to observe changes in equivalent re
tance offers a useful technique for students to probe the g
For example, consider any two nodes whose perpendic
bisector coincides with the line that passes through the
minals of a side or diagonal segment of any length, wh
the origin lies on the line. When these nodes are shor
there is no change in the equivalent resistance. The t
nodes have the same potential as a result of the infinite la
symmetry, which is preserved by the boundaries of the ac
lattice. When the terminals correspond to a knight’s mo
the situation is more complicated for several reasons. F
the infinite lattice symmetry is not as obvious as in the ot
cases, although the same condition holds. Second, the bo
aries of the actual lattice break the symmetry in this ca
Hence, the lack of change of the equivalent resistance of
knight’s move occurs only if the shorted nodes are not n
the boundary of the lattice. Whereas the side and diago
cases offer students an interesting but straightforward e
cise in symmetry, the knight’s move case is more challe
ing.

Finally, it should be noted that the grid of resistors can
employed as a lecture demonstration apparatus. Example
demonstrations are as follows. First, the apparatus serve
an example of a network whose equivalent resistance ac
any two nodes cannot be obtained by a sequence of s
and parallel reductions. In fact, a 3 by 3grid of identical
resistors is not completely reducible in this manner, and
by 2 grid of nonidentical resistors is not in general co
pletely reducible. Second, the resistance across any
nodes can be measured with an ohmmeter, where it sh
be pointed out to students that the ohmmeter injects a s
amount of current and displays the ratio of the potential d
ference to the current. A physical apparatus helps stud
visualize this process. Approximate theoretical equivalent
sistances such asR0/2 across a side and 2R0 /p across a
diagonal can be verified by measurement. Third, that
current distribution of the ohmmeter probes the entire g
can be dramatically demonstrated by shorting a single re
tor far from the terminals, as described above. The effec
shorting other nodes can be observed, and students ca
asked if there exist pairs of shorted nodes such that
equivalent resistance does not change, as described abo

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the equivalent resistance across a
der network whose number of loops is incremented, a
across nodes near the center of a large two-dimensi
square grid. Experiments with these resistor networks o
interesting additions to a standard introductory laboratory
periment in Ohm’s law, and can be readily performed. T
square grid can also serve as a lecture demonstration a
ratus.

As loops are added to the ladder network, the approxim
exponential convergence of the equivalent resistance va
985Denardo, Earwood, and Sazonova
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to the limiting value is experimentally convenient becaus
large number of loops is not required. The approximate
ponential decrease in current in successive loops has a
sequence that 1% variations of the individual resistance
ues are negligible if successive loops are added to the en
the ladder opposite to the end with the terminals. This allo
a precise analysis of the equivalent resistances exten
over four decades, where the limitation is due to a six-d
multimeter.

For ohmmeter terminals near the center of the tw
dimensional square grid, the current distribution decrea
algebraically with distance from the terminals. This leads
small deviations from the theory for equivalent resistan
across nodes of an infinite square grid. The algebraic
crease can be dramatically demonstrated by shorting a s
resistor near a corner of the grid, which causes an observ
decrease in equivalent resistance across two adjacent n
near the center. Shorting any two nodes of the grid offer
means of probing the current distribution due to the ohmm
ter. In particular, if the nodes have the same potential
dictated by symmetry, there is no change in the equiva
resistance.

The experimental square grid results were confirmed
merically by the relaxation method, and alternatively w
commercial software. The results are consistent with
theory. A remaining problem is to derive a propagation-
error formula for the equivalent resistance across two no
of a large or infinite square grid of resistors whose values
randomly distributed about a common value. Another
maining problem is to build a square resistive grid w
nichrome wire.
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BLOCK THAT METAPHOR! PLEASE!

While the student of physics faces a vast body of accepted wisdom to be mastered before the
occasional genius can push the frontier forward, sociology is all frontier. Physics is a string of
nourishing sausages to sociology’s hunk of bleeding flesh, still quivering from the slaughterhouse.

The best thing to be in life is one of that tiny minority who can eat the sausages and grind up
an extra bit of meat for the Nobel prize. But perhaps the second-best thing to be, if you have the
temperament, is someone trying to get your arms round a big chunk of quivering flesh.

Harry Collins, in a review ofThe Social Animal, by Gary Runciman, New Scientist, 14 March 1998.
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